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Geosocial Lives in Topological Polis: Mohamed Bouazizi as a Political Agent
Abstract
Geopolitical events and developments can hardly be detached from the mundane lives where people
confront politicized and politicizing matters, share meaningful experiences, build attitudes, and take
action. To contribute to understanding how large-scale geopolitics connect with the everyday, this
article draws attention to political subjectivity as the condition of possibility of political agency and
polis as the geosocial context of political life as experienced, conceived, and practiced. Empirically,
the paper engages with the tragic end of Mohamed Bouazizi’s life and scrutinizes his role in the
events and developments generally known as the Arab Spring. Our analysis contests both the
dominant interpretation that postulates political import to his acts, and the alternative account that
underscores his apolitical stance. Instead, we propose that the international politicization of
Mohamed Bouazizi’s agency unfolded as an accomplishment of many individual and collective actors,
including Bouazizi himself in his struggle to cope with emergent aspects of his everyday life.
Introduction
The tragic suicide of Mohamed Bouazizi in the small Tunisian town of Sidi Bouzid on 17 December
2010 has gained global significance as an event claimed to have led to the still-ongoing extensive
political mobilization known as the ‘Arab Spring’. For analysts, the act and its consequences have
evidenced the ways in which geopolitical processes bring together multiple issues and events, such
as historical layers of colonialism, autocratic regimes in North-African countries, problems of urban
survival in the face of restricted possibilities and petty corruption, the power of social media in
transmitting images and stories of injustice, and ultimately the sacrificial body of a fruit vendor who
struggled to make a living in dire circumstances.1
Indeed, few scholars would deny the geopolitical efficacy of Bouazizi’s act. In what has become
almost a canonical account, humiliated Mohamed Bouazizi set himself alight out of despair in front of
Sidi Bouzid Municipal Office after his merchandise had been confiscated by a police officer on
arbitrary grounds and his appeal to the local authorities for the return of his property had been
disregarded. The ensuing local protests against Bouazizi’s grievances and mistreatment were caught
on mobile phone photos and videos, and circulated through social media, which eventually sparked
an upheaval spreading across Tunisia, other Arab countries, and beyond.2 This is how the Arab Spring
uprising erupted, the argument goes in an expanding literature.
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There are different interpretations in regard to the exact causes and consequences related to
the rise of Arab Spring, but the broader political importance of Bouazizi’s suicide seems evident.3
However, the question as to whether the act in itself was political is more controversial. For example,
in assessing the meaning of Bouazizi’s action, Fassin sees the event as a demonstration of “how
political subjectivity may respond and overcome political subjection”, but then notes more cautiously
that we do not really know whether “when committing the gesture of burning himself, Mohamed
Bouazizi was entirely and explicitly conscious of its signification”. He nevertheless ends up aligning
Bouazizi with “men and women who sacrifice their life for their cause”, thus portraying his act as a
deliberately political one. 4
A more skeptical reading is proposed by Lim who argues that, rather than the death itself, it
was the ways in which it was skillfully framed that triggered a broad process of mobilization bridging
diverse social groups across class divisions and regional disparities in the Tunisian society.5 In a key
role here was Ali Bouazizi, a long-time political activist (not kin to Mohamed Bouazizi), who realized
that without a compelling narrative Mohamed’s case would soon be forgotten, just like several other
recent desperate acts of similar nature. As he later admitted, he added to Mohamed Bouazizi’s story
elements, or “white lies”, that portrayed him as a university graduate forced to work on the streets
and contemptuously slapped in the face by a female police officer.6 These two ingredients of the
story resonated strongly among a broad array of “young people of Tunisia whose rights and freedom
were denied” as well as internationally among many people who “were a world away from Tunisia”.7
While Mohamed Bouazizi’s suicide was an important act in itself, Lim contends, it was only the
amended story that succeeded in politicizing his burning body.8
Approaching the event from a different angle, De Soto sets out to reveal “the real Mohamed
Bouazizi” as “an apolitical family man” and “the very opposite of an activist”.9 In depicting Bouazizi’s
life and values, he underlines that Bouazizi was first and foremost an entrepreneur whose “talent
was for buying and selling”. His life revolved around the need to support his mother and siblings
through small-scale street vending that, due to prevailing circumstances, was doomed to operate as
part of the extralegal local economy.10 Even though a “repressed entrepreneur”, he had a reputation
for “shrewd practicality” and “was trusted by his peers”. His dreams related to expanding his
business and establishing a “permanent stand at the wholesale market”. Hence, as De Soto points
out, it was Bouazizi’s business and future livelihood that were attacked by the corrupt local
authorities, rather than his views or convictions concerning Tunisian politics.11
In this article, we want to contest both the dominant interpretation that postulates political
import to Bouazizi’s act on 17 December 2010 and the alternative account that underscores his
apolitical stance. To this end, we will employ the idea of a geosocial constitution of political
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subjectivity. It allows us to rethink the notion of ‘the political’ in the context of mundane action while
keeping with the understanding that matters of importance in the lives of ordinary people may
animate open-ended processes that bundle together issues, events, and situations near and far. This
means identifying geosociality as a complementary dimension to geopolitical and geoeconomic
approaches, with particular emphasis on experiential aspects in the constitution of the political.
In exploring Mohamed Bouazizi’s case, we set out to discuss subjectivity as a human condition
that provides people capacities to lead their lives as political subjects. Within the study of geopolitics
we, hence, join in the scholarship that is increasingly focusing on the everyday in an attempt to
understand how political processes unfold, and are enacted, in people’s lived worlds.12 We consider
mundane political life as primarily geosocial in the sense that people negotiate all their roles and
identities contextually in the communities where they lead their lives. To grasp the complexities of
geosocial contextuality we approach people’s experiential worlds as topologically constituted spaces
that we term ‘polis’. Moving beyond territorial connotations, we conceive of polis as a relational
space that ties together people, issues, events, ideologies, places, and objects connected by matters
that gain importance in its life. As Mohamed Bouazizi’s case testifies, political subjectivities
embedded in a polis constitute a dynamic space where unexpectedly politicized matters, surprising
actions, and unforeseeable developments traversing various temporal and spatial scales may take
place.
We begin the paper with a conceptual introduction to our conception of political subjectivity
and present some key questions that this pragmatist approach opens up regarding mundane politics.
This is followed by a discussion concerning polis as a topological setting of political life. By discussing
Mohamed Bouazizi’s case, we then consider how politics can be appreciated as an emergent aspect
of geosociality. Finally, in conclusion we propose a relational approach to studying politics as it
unfolds in people’s lived realities.
What is political subjectivity?
Interest in political subjectivity has gained momentum in social sciences in recent years. This has
been fueled by the need to develop a better understanding of a variety of individual and collective
ways of acting politically and impacting on power relations.13 Seen through different disciplinary
traditions and divergent, even contradictory, theoretical frameworks, the connotations of political
subjectivity range from socially constituted power relations to embodied singular experience, from
emotional and affective dynamism to psychological processes and states.14 Yet, what most theories
agree on is that the idea of political subjectivity cannot operate on a received ‘substantialist’ notion
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of the subject and that it is important to appreciate the relational dynamics through which political
subjectivities emerge.15
Many contemporary theories of subjectivity are challenged by the impasse of having to choose either
to emphasize experience at the cost of downplaying its social constitution, or to underline the social
constitution of subjectivity at the cost of the individuality or singularity of experience. Moreover,
attempts to solve this conundrum have tended to lead scholars to undermine the “complexity and
ambivalence that inhere in subjectivity, leaving assumptions about the latter’s transparency
unquestioned”.16
To move beyond this impasse, we approach subjectivity as the elusive yet capacious dynamism
that allows the subject not to collapse with the forces that constitute it, be these intersubjective
formation of identities or positioning related to social roles. In unraveling this dynamism we have
sought inspiration from the thought of G.H. Mead, who has proposed an analytical distinction
between two distinct yet interdependent facets of the subject, composed as a continuous dialogue
between the subject’s ‘I’ and ‘me’.17 Here ‘I’ refers to the subject’s always presently ongoing
embodied action and factual being in the world, now and here. Its particularity lies in the fact that, as
a facet of being, ‘I’ escapes any capture by conscious thought because it is precisely the aspect in us
presently carrying out the act of thinking. Any attempt to ‘think about oneself thinking’ immediately
turns toward the other facet of the subject that Mead refers to as ‘me’. Here ‘me’ is the subject as an
object that can be captured by thought, by oneself or by others. It is the interface of our social
existence where we negotiate between our own sense of self and our identities as portrayed back to
us, in our interactions with others. Whereas ‘I’ cannot be shared, ‘me’ is social throughout because
our sense of self is produced intersubjectively in our encounters with others during the course of our
lives.
The distinction between ‘I’ and ‘me’ helps in balancing between the socially constituted and
experiential aspects of subjectivity without assuming full transparency to experienced subjectivity.18
This is so especially because, as subjective subjects, we are always amalgamations of these two
facets that can be distinguished only analytically. Yet, the understanding of subjectivity as a dialogue
between unique embodied being and social existence is vitally important for our attempts to
understand political subjectivity since it explains why the subject cannot be fully collapsed either to
its singular embodiment or to the forces of its sociocultural constitution. The dynamism between ‘I’
and ‘me’, as a baseline understanding of subjectivity, sustains the possibility for human beings to
experience identities and subject positions instead of simply enacting and living them through.19 In
other words, we can conceive of political subjectivity as a relative distance from the identity markers
and subject positions we encounter in our social lives. This enables us to become attentive to social
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power relations embedded in particular subject positions that we may accept, avert, or seek to
transform. This capacity – at once socially embedded, experiential, and intuitive – we refer to as
political subjectivity.
Hence, Mohamed Bouazizi’s sense of self, too, was always irreducible to the many identities
through which we have come to know him (e.g. young, male, sibling, street vendor, entrepreneur),
regardless of how strongly these identity markers were etched to his body or embedded in his mind.
It is precisely the element of relative autonomy from forces of subjection, we contend, that affords
all human beings the ability to experience subjecthood and become attuned to identities and roles
that feel uncomfortable, abusive, or oppressive. This human capacity allows for an important leeway
from total subordination in the challenging situations that people encounter in their lives.
Importantly, and as Mohamed Bouazizi’s situation clearly testifies, the possibility to experience
identities and subject positions does not necessarily entail a fully reflexive or cognitively rationalized
position taking. Therefore, the outcomes of political subjectivities remain undetermined and relate
to political attitudes and actions in open-ended ways. Because of political subjectivities there is
potential to spontaneous agency as people participate in social life, not as assemblages of categorical
features, but as subjective subjects who share a social world.20
The elementary importance of subjectivity as a capacity to experience one’s social self
becomes particularly evident when the capacity is lacking. This is the case for instance with
personality disorders characterized by a diffuse sense of identity and oneself. As Jørgensen explains,
a diffuse sense of self will “compromise the individual as a competent (autonomous) subject and
actor” because one loses “not only a sense of who one is, but also a sense of who one isn’t and
doesn’t wish to become”.21 The phenomenologically oriented psychological and psychoanalytic
works that Jørgensen draws from22 identify the same problem that social and political theorists of
subjecthood have acknowledged: With marginal ability to relate with their social selves people have
very limited access to social life as unique persons.23 Yet, as Arendt states, uniqueness is an essential
characteristic of the homo politicus as it justifies relative equality as one of the leading principles in
democratic life: “We are all the same, that is, human, in such a way that nobody is ever the same as
anyone else who lived, lives, or will live.” 24
By referring to an anomaly, we do not want to say that people with mental problems have no
capacities to political agency in their mundane settings. Indeed, as subjectivities are always relative,
it is difficult to envision a personality disorder as an absolute state of non-subjectivity. Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that personal desires and attitudes, as well as purposive and intentional acts of
caring and defiance arise in settings like therapeutic institutions, albeit in forms that reflect the
particular circumstances.25 Still less are we suggesting that all politics can be traced down to people’s
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subjective relations with their identities and subject positions. As we will discuss below, political
subject formation, the development of political attitudes, and the practice of political agency are all
important facets of political life. Yet if ‘the political’ is taken to mean contextual importance, like we
have come to think about it, the connection between subjectivity and politics can be traced
analytically and this methodological understanding can then be found useful empirically too. But how
does politics as contextual importance emerge? Tackling this question requires that we introduce the
idea of a topological polis.
What is topological polis?
We propose polis as a concept to capture the topological settings of political life, thus detaching it
from city-statist and territorial connotations. Arendt’s political-philosophical work has been
pathbreaking in enlivening it into a spatially open-ended and socially defined concept. In Human
Condition, she describes polis as “the organization of people as it arises out of acting and speaking
together, and its true space lies between people living together for this purpose, no matter where
they happen to be”.26 This basic idea has developed further in the works of some current scholars
who have set out to reimagine polis with different conceptions of ‘the political’ and spatiality, leading
to a number of slightly different interpretations.27
We deem it important to emphasize that polis is a relational space that bundles together
people, issues, events, ideologies, places and objects, here and there, now, before and in the future.
It is a constitutive context for people’s view of themselves and (significant) others, influencing their
understandings, awareness, and attentiveness and thus shaping them as political subjects. Polis is
neither randomly constituted nor does it follow a singular spatial logic, such as territoriality, network,
or ‘flatness’. Its constituents are brought together by matters that gain importance in polis – issues
that politicize and are politicized in a given geosocial realm – making it a dynamic space with a
constantly changing shape and composition. Yet it is not a fluid reality where nothing holds its place.
As in the case of Mohamed Bouazizi, while hardly anyone could have foreseen his suicide, it did not
come out of the blue either. Many challenging aspects in his lived reality had to do with the
prevailing economic situations in Tunisia and the non-democratic North African and Middle Eastern
societies, which continue to marginalize people, even if in different ways and for different reasons.
This said we do not seek to link Bouazizi’s life or acts with the rise of the Jasmine revolution or
the broader Arab Spring mobilization in any simple way. As Mabrouk aptly notes, “any analysis of a
revolutionary situation is always characterised by a degree of uncertainty, particularly in terms of the
potential reasons adduced to explain its emergence”.28 We rather set forth an alternative
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perspective, highlighting that people’s actions as part of their everyday struggles are significant
forms of mundane politics in themselves, independently of their possible ramifications in broader
political contestations. Overlooking politics as experienced by its actors, we contend, may lead to the
objectification and postulation of political subjects as mere pieces in a game in which they actually
had no role to play. The geosocial aspects of their mundane politics are then undermined in favor of
a predominantly geopolitical reading.29 Hence, for Mohamed Bouazizi too, his actions took place in
the context of an emergent lived world with a history of successes and failures, better and worse
future prospects, position taking, individual and collective negotiation of justness and injustice, being
seen and seeing others.30
This contextuality of mundane politicization, whereby matters become important and those
involved have something at stake in them, captures well what we refer to with the term polis.
Belonging in a polis consists of a dynamic set of relationships with differing intensities. Some of these
start to develop early on within the geosocial realm where one lives. Others are made up in later
phases of life as one’s living environments diversify and change, and new social connections and
spatial attachments come about. As a relational space, polis is neither reducible to individual
experiential life-worlds, nor conceivable as an entity that exists independently of those who
constitute it. Thus, to make sense of Bouazizi’s suicide as an act carried out in a polis, it is impossible
to disregard his life experiences as a street vendor trying to get along in the local extralegal business,
any more than it is feasible to overlook the complex sociocultural and geopolitical settings in which
he gained these experiences.
Through his involvement in his trade, Bouazizi had become entangled in a precarious street
life, which entailed picking up “fruits and vegetables from the local wholesale market”, but also
“harassment at the hands of deeply corrupt petty officials”.31 As Frische notes on the basis of his
ethnographic work among Tunisian street vendors, their lives are typically characterized by everyday
struggles of ‘getting by’, meaning the development of “informal tactics that use the few economic
opportunities available” in the segregated and poor urban peripheries in Tunisia.32 Street vending
plays an important role as it allows for the circulation of foodstuffs and affordable goods in
peripheral neighborhoods that the formal retail circuits cannot adequately serve.33 Therefore, those
who practice informal vending are often valued in their own communities as persons willing to work
in peripheral urban areas to secure their economic survival. Yet, as street vending is usually practiced
without any formal licensing, it “involves the risk of facing controls by the municipality police”.34
It is this world of local solidarity, economic survival, and fear for authorities that was the focal
point for Mohamed Bouazizi’s daily struggles, more than the broader questions of democracy that
the scholarship on the Arab Spring has tended to emphasize.35 As a polis situated at the margins of
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legality, it brought together particular orders and norms, institutions, artefacts, and immaterial items
that all took part in its mobilization. As much as ‘in here’ – as incorporated in urban life, collective
memories, moralities, and human bodies – the polis was always already ‘out there’ – as embedded in
institutions, buildings, treaties, streets, and markets, thus constituting for Bouazizi the “everyday
socio-spatial context […] from which local micro-politics can emerge”.36
In its social scientific meaning topology refers to socially constituted spatial configurations.37
Following this idea, we consider the political life of polis as primarily geosocially established, with
two consequences on how mundane politics may unfold. First, when some idea, thing, act, or role is
politicized in polis it does not become political in general or for good. Considering the many self-
immolations in Tunisia in 2010, of which Bouazizi’s is the one we know most about, it is clear that,
whatever the circumstances in which these clearly purposive acts took place, they resonated in very
different ways in their respective polises.38 Second, anything that gains importance in people’s lived
worlds is potentially political, but to turn political they must be politicized in the polis that lends
them their importance. Issues once politicized may hence also cease to appear as political if their
recognized importance fades. That is, what is or is not political is contextual throughout.
Therefore, even though Bouazizi’s suicide may now seem self-evidently political – either as a
political act in itself or as an act politicized by activists – to understand the dynamism of politicization
in his actions we need to regard the polis of his lived world.39 This means bringing an experiential
perspective to politics along with other understandings that inform the analysis of the Arab Spring,
including historical, democratic, revolutionary, and cultural perspectives.40 We also need to recognize
that the politics of his act might necessarily not have resonated in the Tunisian society, or in the Arab
or the Western worlds, the way they did.41 This already hints that processes of politicization are not
disconnected, any more than polises are completely separate entities.
Political meanings travel, as the constituents of a given polis are influential in other geosocial
worlds. Politicization may hence spread from one spatial configuration to others, swiftly or gradually,
depending on the activeness and connectedness of their constituents. For example, the ways in
which Mohamed Bouazizi’s suicide quickly became news in social media, news media, and among the
population in Tunisia and beyond has been well documented.42 Besides a highly appealing narrative,
key in the process were the hybrid (informal and formal) networks of communication that were
influential in turning Bouazizi’s suicide into a political movement, generating both collective action on
the ground in Tunisia and other Northern African countries, and connective action spanning worlds
away from Tunisia.43
Where polises intersect, people may take positions and act in translocal and -national
networks and by so doing enhance certain ‘political drifts’. For example, human rights principles may
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travel from one context to another as part of institutional practices, endangered species may be
broadly politicized through new media applications that provide them global visibility, and illicit
practices of extralegal economy may be considered legitimate when it is understood that for some
young individuals they provide the sole source of income available. In these and other cases, when
the importance of the matter is recognized by different people whose lives need not be previously
connected, it may politicize well beyond its remit, which is what happened in the Arab Spring
uprisings.44 This is how geosociality, as a topological dynamism of lived realities, is directive to
political life.
As a topological space that bundles together issues, events, ideologies, objects, and places
polis is never composed of humans alone and thus does not parallel with notions like civil society or
community. However, in anchoring mundane politics to subjectivities and contextually emerging
importance, we wish to underline that its political meanings are always generated by people. Sexual
orientations, for instance, are not political because they exist; they are political because some people
in certain contexts have found them particularly important and their related activities have led to
broad politicizations.45 Similarly, the self-immolation of Mohamed Bouazizi was not a political matter
until it was identified as such in a polis that shared his desperation. For us this underscores the
fundamentally geosocial nature of politics. Politicization is always based on contextual social life
involving subjective human beings who are capable of “beginning something new”, to use Arendt’s
terms, i.e. introducing new matters of importance and acknowledging new influential aspects in their
lived worlds.46
Politics as contextual importance
We will now turn back to the question of contextual importance as the driver of politics in
topological polises. To account how particular issues or events gain importance in people’s everyday
lives we could seek to trace the learning processes involved. As people become attentive to things
that matter to them, and share their experiences and thoughts with each other, they learn about and
reconstitute politicizing and politicized issues in their geosocial realities. They may also develop
attitudes for and against different matters, and take action when something becomes at stake in
their worlds. From this perspective, politics can be actively encouraged and mobilized both in the
form of information and practices.47 Foreseeing the outcomes of such activities is, of course, not
possible, because people form opinions subjectively and contextually, and their views are prone to
change as they come across new aspects. People’s willingness to take stances or to refrain from
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taking sides in struggles concerning politicized matters also depends on their personal
understandings and life situations.
Yet to suggest that political life is merely about learning (in a narrow sense as reconstitution
and interpretation of existing information and understandings) would undermine its social
character.48 First of all, as Miranda Fricker points out, to take up unpleasant or disturbing experiences
there has to be a language available that enables these to be articulated and adequately understood.
It may not be a straightforward process to gain such a language, as has been the case with
subjugated groups such as indigenous communities and people with alternative sexual orientations.49
Moreover, people identify, create, and transmit conceptions about contextual importance primarily
in and through the socially open-ended and emergent practices of their everyday lives. So like street
vendors elsewhere in the Tunisian urban fringes, also Mohamed Bouazizi knew the importance of
trust (with friends and colleagues), compliance (with the police and administrative authorities), care
(with his family and friends), and pride (with his colleagues and customers) in the fabric of his lived
reality. Raids against street vendors and the confiscation of their products and scales were common
under Ben Ali’s suppressive regime that, as a rule, included systematic and coded corruption and
bribery.50 To manage with the local manifestations of the state – including the municipality, fiscal
authorities, the police, and the employment center – the “vendors on the run” had to rely strongly
on their “local networks of solidarity based on kinship, friendship and vicinity”.51
Bouazizi encountered these matters every day in seeking to make a living and to improve his
position in the extremely challenging circumstances. These issues, related to economic practice and
control, mattered most to him.52 Broadly politicized issues like media censorship and violations of
human rights and democracy in Tunisia, which he was aware of but did not actively follow, were not
central issues in the polis of his street life.53 Neither was education, regardless of the fact that he had
to quit school at the age of 12 being responsible for the livelihoods of his five younger siblings –
perhaps understandably, considering that many people with education were nevertheless forced to
enter the informal labor market.54 While significant, the gravity of these matters did not match the
importance Bouazizi put to possibilities to work and to obtain a higher position in the local trade
market, in order to gain a better opportunity to provide for his family.
Mohamed Bouazizi’s encounters with arbitrary petty officials, who abused their power and
demanded people’s constant compliance, shows aptly how some geosocialities of political life can
only be attained contextually. People who knew Bouazizi well attest that he was painfully aware of
the inequalities and injustices characteristic to his working and living environment that placed him
into a distressing position from which he had little opportunities to escape.55 His eagerness to do so
was generally known among his colleagues who, while working under similar conditions, were not
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quite as frustrated with the situation. Telling about Bouazizi’s political subjectivity, he seems to have
been particularly attentive to the arrogant abuse of power by people with little else to show than
their institutional positions. Hence, the extent to which the Arab Spring can be seen as “Bouazizi’s
revolution”, the events that sparked it were primarily about property rights, economic liberty, and
human dignity.56
Mohamed Bouazizi worked hard to gather savings that would allow him to buy a car and a
permanent stand, which was the only way he could gain more independence from the unpredictable
and corrupt officials. In the events that preceded his radical act, this opportunity had been wiped out
tout court, and with this, his prospects for a better future. In his position, he had few means to cover
for the losses, and this would condemn him to stagnant or degrading life conditions.57 It was this
geosocial setting where he took action. In a nutshell, as a political subject Bouazizi had a highly
critical attitude toward the corruption that conditioned the local market in Sidi Bouzid and affected
the life of those completely dependent on it. When his possibilities to ever break out from this
subordinate position seemed to have died out, he acted against it by means that since became
famous. In setting himself on fire in front of the town hall, he made his agony visible to the public
administration responsible for the inequalities and injustices of his lived world, and shared it
publically with other people.
With this close reading of Bouazizi’s life situation, we wish to highlight that the development of
political attitudes and the practice of politics is highly contextual and subjective. As contextual
importance, politics is dependent on the embodied subjects who experience and relate subjectively
with matters that appear important in polis. We emphasize individual subjects in this facet of
political life as the only possible creators of political experiences, yet do not propose that political
subjectivity could adequately be portrayed as encapsulated into the subject’s inner life. This is so
because our social existence is thoroughly intersubjectively constituted and our experiences are
suffused with socially negotiated meanings. In other words, we are not pure embodied beings
engaged with presently ongoing activity (‘I’), nor are we mere intersubjectively constituted social
selves (‘me’), but a constant dialogue between these two facets of subjectivity. The space for political
subjectivity that thus opens up can further transform into shared political life when people create
formations where collective experiences and self-understandings develop and new expressions are
negotiated for articulate injustices.58
The analyzed case is illuminative also about the different geosocial dimensions of emergent
politics. As people experience and relate with matters that are embedded in several polises at once,
they bundle together various actors, issues, and events into topological constellations that can be
traced through network analyses. Merlina Lim’s detailed analysis about the events that followed
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Bouazizi’s suicidal act does exactly this.59 Following skillfully the chain of media actions and other
practical events that mounted up into what is now known as Jasmine Revolution, she reveals the
multiplicity of distinct individual and collective actors who participated in the politicization of
Bouazizi’s suicide and the subsequent revolutionary processes. As an elementary part of this
struggle, she also considers the actors and activities that sought to hinder the politicization and
preserve the status quo, most importantly Ben Ali’s administration, the army, and the police.
Moreover, her analysis acknowledges the key artefacts and infrastructures that made the protesting
activities possible, hence covering those socio-cultural and material dimensions that formed an
interface between Bouazizi’s polis in Sidi Bouzid and those that involved the broader society in
Tunisia and beyond.
As the winners of the struggle Lim displays the connected, or connective, networks of
uneducated and educated Tunisians; activists and lay people; urban and rural inhabitants; people
with distinct generational, gendered, and socio-economic positions; citizens and dwellers without a
formal status; people with mobile phones and others with internet access; independent journalists,
GNO reporters, and private bloggers; artists; Arab and Western medias; Tunisians living outside of
Tunis; and other people around the world who expressed their support to the translocal and
transnational revolutionary activities. It was this multilayered geosocial formation that sparked off
the democratization process in Tunisia, which since has led to many ramifications beyond the
country and the region. Hence, the international politicization of Mohamed Bouazizi did not just
happen, but unfolded as an accomplishment of many individual and collective actors. While many
self-immolations had occurred before in Tunisia and elsewhere in the Arabic world, these kinds of
broad-ranging supralocal connective relations had not coalesced before.
In the framework introduced in this paper, these exceptional events can be understood as
intersections between various polises. What concretely happened was that, within just a couple of
days, numerous people in different geosocial realities were exposed to matters that perhaps were
not directly part of their everyday lives, but still resonated strongly with what they felt as important.
When the news about Bouazizi spread rapidly through various informal and formal channels all
around the world, people could identify with him as a person placed into an unbearable position,
they could align with his criticism toward unequal and humiliating treatment of hardworking people
in precarious circumstances, and from the desperation of his act they could understand the
fundamental wrongness of the society where he lived. In this way, massive amounts of people who
had little in common with Bouazizi and each other suddenly found themselves sharing a world where
they could take his position and the agony that he expressed through his final deed. This sharing of
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political subjectivities was the driving force intersecting a rich constellation of differently constituted
polises, and enabling the emergence of an interconnected but polymorphic revolutionary politics.60
Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed Mohamed Bouazizi’s case as an entry point to mundane politics,
with emphasis on its three distinguishable yet interrelated facets. First, political  subjects surface
when people become attentive to matters of importance in their everyday environments, thus
building subjective relations with their social selves and the issues that appear challenging to them.
The human capability to experience identities and (in)justice is focal to this subject formation.
Second, political attitudes arise as people relate with politicized and politicizing matters. This
includes sharing personal experiences with others involved in the life of polis. Third, political action
occurs when people act upon things that they find important and in so doing take part in struggles
and negotiations concerning political life. This participation may concern generally politicized issues
or seek to bring new matters to the fore, and it may range from oriented to purposive to intentional
acts.61 In each of these dimensions, the experiential contexts of people’s lives – their geosocial
polises – condition their agency.
Approaching the discussed case in these terms has allowed us to challenge the interpretation
that postulates political import to Bouazizi’s activities, as well as the alternative account that
underscores his stance as a thoroughly apolitical one. By highlighting people’s mundane struggles as
significant forms of politics, regardless of their broader ramifications, we have drawn attention to
politics as experienced by its actors. To this end, we have portrayed politicization as embedded in the
social life of polis where things, events, acts, artefacts, and people situationally gain import to varying
degrees. This provides an alternative take on how Bouazizi’s act of setting himself on fire in front of
the Sidi Bouzid town hall can be understood as political agency.
Confronting politicized and politicizing matters, sharing meaningful experiences with others,
building attitudes on this basis, and taking action when something alarming is happening are matters
of interest in geopolitical research. While political spaces such as cities, states, border zones, and
institutional sites are much studied as contexts of geopolitics, the experiential worlds of people’s
everyday lives are less often scrutinized as meaningful realities. Wishing to contribute to this
research, we suggest that scholarly attention should also be directed to what makes all this political
life possible. To this end, we propose that noticing political subjectivity as the condition of possibility
of political agency, and topological polis as a geosocial context of political life, may be helpful in
broadening the understanding of geopolitics as experienced, conceived, and practiced. We argue
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that this approach has particular potential for identifying and examining new socio-spatial
constellations in and through which politicizations take place. Moreover, we believe that it will help
in appreciating the mundane politics of acts and actors that may first seem politically irrelevant, and
thus in acknowledging matters and issues significant to people whose concerns do not easily enter
the geopolitical stage. All these aspects work towards a more pluralistic understanding of politics as
contextual importance unfolding in people’s lived realities.
As an example, this article has introduced these ideas in the context of one major geopolitical
development, the democratization that has sought to take root in the Arab world since late 2010,
with influence on many other geopolitical developments worldwide. During the writing of the article
the Tunisian National Dialogue Quartet that has navigated this process through the past rather
chaotic years, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. The Committee emphasized that the prize was
not for the four involved organizations, but to the composition that they had created. Like the
protestors that the Jasmin Revolution brought together, they represent different quarters of the
Tunisian society: Working life and welfare, principles of the rule of law, and human rights. The
specific strengths that appeared in the connective activities during the winter of 2010–2011 thus
seem to uphold in Tunisia, helping the country to build a democracy on the ruins of a society left
behind by the former autocratic regime.
Using this empirical context and specifically Mohamed Bouazizi’s exceptional life history as an
example, we have argued that when understood as contextual importance, politics emerges as a
mundane part of people’s lives where attentiveness to personal grievances may sometimes lead to
awareness of and action on broader societal injustice through connective and collective mobilization.
It involves individual people with their personal interests; groups connected by amiable relations;
people with shared cultural, ethnic, or religious ties; networks of people who share similar interests;
groups of people who share their lives in practice; loosely connected crowds that come together
occasionally; organized collectives involved in intentional activities; different medias and various
actors who produce and disseminate mediated information; formal institutions and individual actors
in them; states and their public administrative and politico-legal systems; non-governmental
agencies with local, national, and international scope; and so on. Yet, even though the end of
Mohamed Bouazizi’s life took on extraordinary significance in events that unfolded, we do not wish
to celebrate this as an exceptional case of mundane politics. On the contrary, what was exceptional
in the case was merely the magnitude of the ramifications of his last action in the polis of the streets
of Sidi Bouzid, not his political subjectivity that prompted attentiveness to the wrong that he could
no longer bear to live with. It is precisely in this sense, through our attentiveness to social power
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relations embedded in subject positions that we may accept, avert, or seek to transform, that “we
are all Mohamed Bouazizi”.62
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